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VI. Despondency and despair
• Performance and failure
•
•
•
•
•

Oak
Elm
Pine
Larch
Crab Apple

• Suffering
• Star of Bethlehem
• Willow
• Sweet Chestnut
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VI. Despondency and despair – part I
• Performance and failure
•
•
•
•
•

Oak
Elm
Pine
Larch
Crab Apple

Oak

Downloaded from flickr.com

Oak
• Uses his strong will to overcome
daily problems
• Often a long history of obstacles he
had to overcome
• Remains positive in spite of difficult
situation
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Oak
• Suppresses his body feelings to be
able to continue in his struggle
• Overexerts his body, frustrated
when pains limit him in fulfilling his
daily duties

Oak
• Compare:
• Elm (overwhelming responsibility,
setting higher and higher goals,
temporary despair from threatening
failure
• Pine (too high goals, reproaches of
conscience after minor mistake)
• Vervain (fixed principles, does not
give up when fighting for the right
thing)

Elm
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Elm
• Overwhelming responsibility
• Usually very capable, sets himself
higher and higher goals
• Finally he may feel that the task he
has overtaken is too much for him
• Temporary despair from threatening
failure
• Usually very good students that have
suddenly blackout during exam

Elm
• Compare:
• Oak (strong will, suppresses his feelings
to be able to work hard)
• Pine (too high goals, fails, then
reproaches of conscience)

Crab Apple
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Crab Apple
• Pays a lot of attention to external
appearance
• Small imperfection is viewed as
serious flaw
• Aversion and fear of dirt, toxins,
infections
• Purifies the body

Crab Apple
• Distorted view of one’s body,
eating disorders
• Plastic surgery
• Various diets
• After being sexually abused

Crab Apple
• Any skin eruption, disease, discharge
or smell that may provoke (at least in
patient’s fantasy) aversion or disgust
of people around
Leprosy
Then the priest shall examine him,
• For those who
and pronounce him unclean.
disgraced
Leviticus 13
personal or family
image or honour
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Crab Apple
• Compare:
• Pine (reproaches of conscience, feels
morally impure, after sexual abuse)
• Rock Water (strict diets, healthy
lifestyle)

Pine

Pine
• Too high standards (perfect
mother, student, worker), unable
to fulfil them perfectly
• Reproaches of conscience after
minor mistake
• Dislikes and punishes himself, selfdestructive behaviour
• After sexual abuse (feels guilty
and morally impure)
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Pine
• Compare:
• Crab Apple (feels physically impure,
after sexual abuse)
• Centaury (fear of refusal, desire to
please others, unable to say “No”)
• Oak (hard worker, overexerts his
body)
• Elm (very high goals, huge
responsibility, temporary despair
because of threatening failure)

Larch

Larch
• Lack of self-confidence
• Believes that he is less
capable than the others
• Inherited weakness – “I have
weak lungs”
• Sometimes does not even
make an attempt
• He compares himself with the
other people
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Larch
• Compare:
• Gorse (hopelessness, during
some difficult situation)
• Gentian (makes an attempt,
then fails, discouraged, then
starts again)
• Wild Rose (resignation without
sufficient reason)

Performance and failure
• Oak – hard workers, fighting with difficult life situations,
overstreching his body
• Elm - high goals, excessive feeling of responsibility, temporary fear
of failure
• Pine – too high demands on himself, feels guilty when making minor
mistake
• Larch – feeling incapable, he knows he will fail, does not even start,
comparing himself with other people
• Crab Apple – paying excessive attention to external appearance,
stressed by minor imperfection, aversion to dirt and disorder,
trying to purify the body, fear of poisoning or infection

In the next video …
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The main reason for the failure of the modern medical
science is that it is dealing with results and not
causes. Nothing more than the patching up of those
attacked and the burying of those who are slain,
without a thought being given to the real strong hold.
Edward Bach
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